
Reflect/Embody Practices  
Mother Tongue 
Our inner work becomes known to us in the active practice of embodying it. In fact, we 

might not know what we are exploring until we can see it, feel it, or hold it in some tangible 

way. I encourage you to dive into practices that will help you integrate and make “real” the 

themes, topics, and invitations that have been offered to you this solar cycle! 

Remember, knowledge is only wisdom when it is lived. Our time together is meant to 

be first and foremost experiential. 

The following is a simple list of practices/ways to embody and reflect what you’ve learned 
and where you’ve traveled over the past year in Quest. 

Draw/Paint/Mold or Shape Your Reflections 
Make a mandala or a model 

Sculpt 

Paint 

Draw 

Sketch 

Make a mask (of a dream figure or imagery figure, or ally) 

Make an earth-altar - outside with natural elements 

Make a collage 

Put figures or images on your journal that help you get closer to them 

Become/Embody What is Present 
Become an animal on the land, or any other-than-human figure 



Move, dance or meditation AS the question or intention your are holding 

Experiment with clothing, vocational roles or names for yourself as a way of embodying 

what is unknown. 

Dance with or for the others in your sit spot. Let them know you’ve been on this journey, 

and what you’ve learned from it. 

Create a curriculum or program for groups you are guiding that helps you integrate through 

offering. 

Go For a Wild Walk With a Dream, Question, or Image 
Pre-tend and go for a walk, or have dinner with a dream, question or image that is present 

for you now. 

Imagery Journey 
Invite yourself into an altered state of consciousness out on the land and invite what 

images to arise as they will. Notice. Remember you can interact with them right then in 

your imagination! 

Writing and Poetry 
Stream of Consciousness Writing 

Poetry 

Writing the Myth of Your Life 

Write a Song 

Daily Journaling 

Dream Journaling 

Movement Practice/Dance 
Daily ritual dance as meditation or prayer 



Embodied imagination 

Go for walks with or as a figure (see above) 

Track pleasure and curiosity - go where pulled on the land 

Land Wander 

Anchor experiences somewhere in the body so you can return to them 

Breathwork 

Apprentice to a Being/Sensation/Body Part/Question 
Offer yourself as a pupil to one of you (or outside of you) you’d like to learn from. What 

would be the most meaningful, consistent way to do that? Ask the being! 

Build an Altar 
Altars are not dust collectors, or museum relics! Build an altar as a way of expressing and 

exploring certain themes or energies. Be intentional with how you build it, what you put on 

it, and WHY. Be sure to deconstruct your altar when you are no longer in living relationship 

to it. 

Talk Yourself INTO Your Emotions 
From your wholeness….let yourself feel. 

Create grief or rage rituals in a safe space from your wholeness. 

Craft a Ritual or a Ceremony in Response 
Ceremonies are conversations with Mystery. When Mystery speaks to you, speak back in 

ceremony. (See ceremony doc April New Moon) 

Cultivate your Connection to the Wilds 



Find a sit spot you return to regularly. 

Schedule time outside. 

Walk as if everyone and everything were alive and ensouled 

Go for praise walks and gratitude walks 

Observe the erotic in nature, and the role of death and decay 

Seek human solitude 

Drum/Rhythms/Music 
Rattle, drum, stomp, create music 

Sing (doesn’t have to be pretty) 

Become Visible As An Earth Leader 
Sometimes our embodiment calls us to inhabit, or design our work/insights/challenges/

edges into a delivery system. This may look like designing a curriculum, writing a speech 

or lecture, making a list, showing up for our people differently, having a tough conversation 

etc. and so on. 

What Else?


